




































































Mary the Maid of the Inn

A classic nautical melodrama with both good and evil characters, atmospheric "stock scenes" and non-stop action! One of the better known titles of

the old Juvenile Drama but one that has not been available for a while.

It was written by George Soane and first performed at the Theatre Royal Drury Lane in 1817. Harrop, the leader of a band of smugglers, murders

the custom house officer in a churchyard. Mary the inn keeper's daughter believes that it was her lover Richard who was killed, but the justices

arrest Richard for the murder. This is a confusing tale involving a ship being blown up, inns, mysterious lights in dark woods, a belfry scene, pistol

shots, skirmishes and a spectacular finale.

There were no less than 11 versions of this play produced for the Toy Theatre. Both West and Jameson published versions in 1817 based on the

original performance, at that time the title of the play was "The Innkeeper's Daughter". Hodgson published the play in 1822 and Edwards three years

later, the former used the modern title. Dyer also published it around 1830 and in that year Robert LLoyd published his version.

The Skelt's purchased the Lloyd plates and published their version "Skelts late Lloyds" by adding their own name to the penny plain size sheets. J.K.

Green published a "Halfpenny" sheet version much later, in 1852. Sometime before 1880 it was published as "The Roadside Inn" by both the "Boys

of England" magazine and W.J. & A Spark of Mile End.

George Skelt reprinted the Skelt ex-Lloyd version. He mainly photo reproduced the sheets so they are an accurate record of the 1830 Lloyd finely

engraved drawings. Our publication is taken from the George Skelt version , with an extra sheet of wings for completeness.
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